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ui:  juice ew:  new   
ou:  you ue:  blue   
oo:  soon Super e:  tûne   

There are different ways to spell long π.

Write the missing letters for π to complete each word.  

 1. ui

fr__t

 2. ew

bl__

 3. oo

f__d

 4. ou

gr__p
 5. ue

bl__

 6. u

r_le

 7. ui

j__ce

 8. oo

b__ts
 9. ew

fl__

 10. oo

h__p

 11. ue

cl__

 12. ou

s__p

We do

I do
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Spelling List

fruit

juice

blue

glue

soup

group

loop

food

blew

grew

rule

rude

Write the spelling words that rhyme with the blue words and have the 
same ending letters. There are two answers for items 5 and 7.

1.  

hoop

 2.  

mood

3.  

dude

 4.  

suit

5.   

6.  

group

7.   

8.  

school

 9.  

loose

We do

I do

Write the spelling words that rhyme with the blue words, but are  
spelled differently.

clue

threw
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ui:  juice ew:  new   
ou:  you ue:  blue   
oo:  soon Super e:  tûne   

Remember that there are different ways to spell long π.

Write the correct long π words to complete the sentences.  

1.  Bananas are 

frost   fruit 

 that comes in a 

group   grown

 .   

2.  It is 

road   rude

 not to say, “Thank 

you   yawn

 .”  

3.  Can you play a 

flew   flute

 or 

toot   told

 a horn?

4.  It is best to eat chicken 

soup   soap

 with a 

spool   spoon

 . 

5.  Have you ever seen a 

blue   blew

  

most   moon

 ?

6.  Try 

now   new

  

foods   flows

 . 

You just might like them!

We do

I do
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The suffix -able means can be.

A washable shirt can be washed.
A lovable person can be loved.

These words have the suffix -able. Write the correct word under each picture.
chewable bendable huggable lockable
breakable pinchable readable crushable
agreeable washable drinkable comfortable

 1.

able

2.

able

3.

able
 4.

able

5.

able

6.

able
7.

able

8.

able

9.

able
10.

able

11.

able

12.

able

We do

I do

Okay!
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Use the spelling words to complete the sentences. 

fruit juice blue glue rude group
loop food blew grew rule soup

1.  Cass  up a  balloon.   

2.  Ms. Blossom’s plant  purple flowers. 

3.  Chicken  is Sal’s favorite  .

4.  Icky likes orange  and  salad.  

5.  Lily will  the ends together to make a  .

6.  Ms. Blossom’s students follow every  

and are never  . They are  

a good  of kids!

We do

I do
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1.  How do Oswald and Hot Rod have fun together at recess?  
 They stay inside to finish their math.
 They play with their Roboticon toys.
 They play tag with the kids in Ms. Blossom’s class.

2.  Why does Oswald get mad at Hot Rod the next day?  
 Hot Rod says Roboticon toys are boring.
 Hot Rod plays with Roboticons without Oswald.
 Hot Rod gets Oswald’s Roboticon toy all muddy.

3.  Why is Hot Rod mad at Oswald? 
 Oswald stepped on Hot Rod’s toy and broke it.
 Oswald is too fussy about mud on his toys.
 Oswald won't let Hot Rod play with his Roboticon. 

4.  What does Ms. Blossom say about borrowing something?
 You must return it in good shape.
 You should give the other person something of yours. 
 You should never borrow anything from anyone.

5.   Do you agree with what Ms. Blossom says about borrowing something?  
 yes      no      Why or why not? 

Answer the questions about the stories on pages 134–141 in your Reader. 

79Unit 15 • Lesson 5
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air:  hair airy:  fairy
ear:  bear are:  care
erry:  berry ary:  scary

Words in each row have the same spelling for the sound âr. Write the missing letters to 
complete the words. 

There are many ways to spell âr.

We do

I do

1.  wear      t      b

2.  fair      h      ch

3.  dare      sh      c

4.  cherry      b

5.  dairy      h      f

6.  scary      libr

80 Unit 15 • Lesson 6
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Spelling List

fair

stair

fairy

dairy

tear

wear

stare

share

merry

ferry

library

dictionary

Write the spelling words to complete the sentences. 

1.  A air  is a step, but a

are  is a long, hard look.

2.  Milk and cheese are  foods. 

3.  You can find books at a  . 

4.  You can look up words in a  . 

5.  Another word for happy is  . 

6.  Another word for rip is  . 

7.  Kids must learn to  their toys 

and play  in games.  

8.  A airy  is a magical creature, 

but a erry  is a boat 

for people and cars. 

We do

I do
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are:  stare air:  pair
ear:  tear airy:  fairy

Underline all the words in the story with the sound âr. Then list each word in the ear, air, 
are, or airy group to show how the sound is spelled in the word.

Remember, âr can be spelled different ways. Here are four of the ways.

We do

I do

air ear are airy

  

I share a pet dog with my sister. 
Taking care of a dog can be lots of work. 

Our dog Scruffy is as big and hairy as a bear. We 
have to brush his hair every day. Scruffy also needs 
lots of walks. We take turns so it’s fair. If he’s left 
alone too long, Scruffy will tear up things in the 
house. Once he ate part of a chair! But I swear, 
Scruffy really is a great dog!

82 Unit 15 • Lesson 7
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Remember, homophones are words that sound alike but have 
different meanings and sometimes different spellings. You must 
often know the meaning of the word to spell it correctly.

Sal ate breakfast at eight o’clock.

The pink words below are homophones. Read their definitions, then write the correct 
words to complete the sentences.

pear = a fruit    pair = two things

1.  An apple and a  make a tasty  .

berry = a fruit    bury = hide in the ground

2.  The mouse tried to  the little  .

bear = an animal    bare = have nothing on

3.  The big  shook the leaves off the tree, and

now the branches are  .

hare = an animal like a rabbit    hair = fur

4.  The  on the  is long and white.

stare = a long, hard look    stair = a step

5.  Don’t  if someone trips on a  .    

We do

I do
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Choose the correct spelling words to complete the sentences.

fair tear share dairy
library ferry dictionary wear

1.  Ms. Blossom’s class learned about  foods. 

2.  Oswald didn’t think it was  that he had to stay
after school with Hot Rod. 

3.  Alec has traveled on a  before. 

4.  Tac and Toc had to  a  
to do their vocabulary homework.

5.  Sal could not  his red pajamas because they 

had a  .

6.  The kids worked on their contest entry 

at the  .

We do

I do
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1.   Icky’s hands are sweaty and shaky and his stomach feels  
yucky. Why?   
 He is sick with the flu.
 The class has testing today and Icky hates testing. 
 He is nervous about the big soccer game later.

2.  What does Ms. Blossom say to help Icky feel better about testing?  
 You practice schoolwork every day, so on the test you will know what to do.
 The test will be over quickly and then you can enjoy the rest of your day.
 Testing is not as important as playing in a soccer game.

3.  Read the paragraph below from “Magic.” 
The Superkids stuck their noses into the big yellow daffodils and smelled 
their springy scent. They goofed around, squatting down so that it looked 
as if the daffodils were growing out of their heads like horns or antennae. 

Which pair of words best describes how the Superkids are acting?
 sad and disappointed      bored and tired      happy and silly

4.   What do Doc and Lily both think when they read about the Go Green 
contest?  
 They should send in an entry about their class’s rooftop garden.
 They think it’s too bad they don’t have anything to enter in the contest. 
 They are upset that they already missed the deadline for the contest. 

5.   What reasons do the kids give in their entry for why a rooftop garden is good 
for a building? 

Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 144–153. Fill in the circle by the 
correct answer for 1–4 and write the answer for 5.
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